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Abstract
In team pursuit, the drag of a group of cyclists riding in a pace line is dependent on several factors, such as
anthropometric characteristics (stature) and position of each cyclist as well as the sequence in which they ride. To
increase insight in drag reduction mechanisms, the aerodynamic drag of four cyclists riding in a pace line was
investigated, using four different cyclists, and for four different sequences. In addition, each sequence was evaluated for
two arm spacings. Instead of conventional field or wind-tunnel experiments, a validated numerical approach
(computational fluid dynamics) was used to evaluate cyclist drag, where the bicycles were not included in the model.
The cyclist drag was clearly dependent on his position in the pace line, where second and subsequent positions
experienced a drag reduction up to 40%, compared to an individual cyclist. Individual differences in stature and position
on the bicycle led to an intercyclist variation of this drag reduction at a specific position in the sequence, but also to a
variation of the total drag of the group for different sequences. A larger drag area for the group was found when riding
with wider arm spacing. Such numerical studies on cyclists in a pace line are useful for determining the optimal cyclist
sequence for team pursuit.
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1. Introduction
Aerodynamic drag is responsible for 90% of the total resistance experienced by a cyclist at racing speeds (± 60 km/h in
team pursuit) [1]. It is mainly related to the position of the cyclist on his bicycle, but also inherently to his
anthropometric characteristics (body dimensions), further referred to as his stature. Previous research by field testing
and wind-tunnel experiments [2-6] showed that even minor adjustments to a cyclist’s position can result in a decrease of
the aerodynamic drag. Many elite cyclists therefore try to optimise their position for drag by means of field tests or
wind-tunnel tests [7]. However, improving the position from an aerodynamic point of view does not necessarily result
in optimised metabolic cost and respiratory functions. In terms of race performance, the optimal position is, therefore,
often considered to be a compromise between power output and aerodynamics.
In team pursuit (four cyclists for men, three for women), additional complexity is present as drag optimisation of each
individual cyclist does not necessarily lead to the lowest drag for the entire group. Furthermore, the drag experienced by
a cyclist also depends on the position in the pace line in which they ride. The leader will experience the largest drag,
compared to all other positions in the pace line, and provides shelter to the others. Note that the leader of a sequence in
team pursuit swings up the track after some time and joins at the end of the group, which leads to a new sequence of
riders, so periodical switching occurs. In addition, due to the different stature and position on the bicycle of each cyclist,
the total drag of the group will also depend on the specific sequence of the cyclists in the pace line.
Previous experimental research on the effect of drafting, i.e., aerodynamic interference between cyclists, was performed
on a tandem of cyclists [1, 8-11], but also on four (or more) cyclists riding in a pace line [2, 9, 12-14]. The second and
subsequent cyclists were found to benefit significantly from drafting. The influence of stature, as well as position on the
bicycle, on the drafting effect was investigated by Edwards and Byrnes [8] by considering different cyclists. They found
that the leader’s stature had a large influence on the drafting effect, and that a large variability on the drafting effect was
present between different drafters, indicating a strong interaction between leader and drafter. For a four-cyclist pace line
(i.e., team pursuit), all experiments, except the ones of Broker [2], were performed in the field, because simultaneous
drag measurements of each individual cyclist in a pace line are not straightforward in most wind tunnels.
In these field or wind-tunnel tests, the aerodynamic improvements typically are obtained by trial-and-error since usually
only information on the overall cyclist drag is available. Rarely, these improvements are analysed more in detail by
considering the resulting changes in the flow field, since flow-field measurements are often time-consuming and are
quite difficult to set up for field tests. An alternative technique is computational fluid dynamics (CFD), which has
already been applied for drag evaluation in cycling [15-21] and in other sport disciplines [22-27]. CFD has not been
used, to the knowledge of the authors, to evaluate aerodynamic drag for team pursuit, thus for multiple cyclists riding in
a pace line. The main advantage of CFD for this particular application is that drag information is available at a high
spatial resolution, i.e., for each individual cyclist, including different body segments, together with flow-field
information around the cyclists, which can increase insight in drag reduction mechanisms.
In this study, CFD will be used to evaluate the aerodynamic drag of four cyclists riding in a pace line. Each cyclist is
different with respect to stature and position on the bicycle. Four different sequences will be evaluated, namely for each
cyclist riding in first position. In addition, each sequence will be evaluated for two arm spacings, i.e., lower arms spaced
close together and spaced wide. Following issues will be addressed: (i) The drag of an individual cyclist will be
compared with his drag in each position in the pace line to evaluate the drag reduction by riding in a pace line; (ii) The
total drag of the group will be compared for four different sequences to evaluate which sequence results in the lowest
drag; (iii) Two arm spacings will be compared to see if riding with a wider arm spacing, which is not beneficial for an
individual cyclist, could, contra-intuitively, lead to a drag decrease of the entire group, as the leader creates a larger
wake zone for the drafting cyclists.
2. Materials and methods
2.1 Numerical model
Four male cyclists of the Belgian Track Cycling Team were used as models for the CFD analysis, in time-trial position.
The work was approved by the appropriate ethical committees related to the institution in which it was performed and
the participants gave informed consent to the work. A digital model of each cyclist was obtained using a high-resolution
3D laser scanning system (K-Scan, Nikon Metrology, Belgium), capturing his specific anthropometric characteristics
and his unique position on the bicycle (Figure 1), and was used for computational modelling. For meshing purposes,
surface details were smoothed out to some extent. The bicycles were not included in the computational model since this
was necessary to limit its complexity: with the bicycles, a too high degree of detail of the computational mesh would be
required since they consist of very small and slender parts. The grids are hybrid grids, consisting of prismatic cells in
the boundary-layer region on the cyclist’s surface, tetrahedral elements in the vicinity of the cyclist and hexahedral
elements further away from the cyclist, which resulted in a total amount of 7.6-7.9 x 106 computational cells for
computational domains with individual cyclists, and of 21.1-21.2 x 106 computational cells for pace lines of four
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cyclists with normal and wide arm spacings, respectively. The grids were built according to best practice guidelines in
CFD [28], based on a grid sensitivity analysis on multiple grids. More detailed information on the grids used, and the
discretisation can be found in Defraeye et al. [16-17] and Blocken et al. [15]. The average cell size in the wake region is
about 0.03 m. The y+ values on the surfaces of the cyclists were below 3, indicating a high grid resolution in the
boundary-layer region, which is required for low-Reynolds number modelling (LRNM).
The position of the cyclists is similar, apart from the leg position of cyclist 2, which is reversed (i.e., left foot is
positioned more upstream than right foot). Each cyclist model was divided into 23 body segments (Figure 2), which
were similar (i.e., approximately of the same size and located on the same position on the body) for all cyclists to allow
mutual comparison. Four pace-line sequences were evaluated (Figure 3), where it was assumed that the leader of a
sequence swings up the track and joins at the end of the group for the next sequence, to mimic the periodical switching
during the race. Each sequence was evaluated for two lower arm spacings (Figure 4), namely for a normal (i.e., original,
preferred arm position for each rider) and a wider position of the lower arm. The drag of the individual cyclists (normal
arm spacing) was also evaluated for comparison purposes. The order of the cyclists making up the pace line was based
on the current order in that cycling team. Note that other orders of cyclists in the pace line are also possible, but were
not evaluated in the present study.
The virtual cyclists were placed in a particular pace-line sequence in a computational domain, representing the
surrounding environment, with the wind direction parallel to the bicycle axis. This domain is presented in Figure 5 for a
single cyclist. For a sequence of four cyclists, the computational domain is similar, but longer since the same
downstream distance was used (16.7 m). The distance between the cyclists was determined assuming that the distance
between their bicycles is quasi zero. At the inlet, a low-turbulent, uniform free-stream flow was imposed with an
approach-flow air speed (U∞) of 60 km/h (16.7 m/s), which is a typical racing speed, and a turbulence intensity of
0.02%. The cyclist’s surface was modelled as a no-slip boundary (i.e. a wall) with zero roughness. For the lateral (side)
surfaces of the computational domain, a slip-wall boundary (symmetry) was used. Slip walls assume that the normal
velocity component and the normal gradients at the boundary are zero, resulting in flow parallel to the boundary. At the
outlet of the computational domain, an ambient static pressure was imposed. The maximal blockage ratio was below 1%,
which is well below the recommended value of 3% [29-30].
Note that the approach-flow conditions in this study (i.e., low turbulence intensity and a uniform velocity profile), as
applied in most wind-tunnel experiments on cyclist aerodynamics, are representative for the case where only the cyclists
are moving and where the air speed of the surrounding air is zero. This situation is representative for that found in
indoor environments (e.g., a velodrome), as here air speeds are relatively low. Although they are often not equal to zero,
e.g., due to natural convective flow or since cyclists themselves induce air flow in a velodrome, these air speeds can be
considered negligible compared to the speed of the cyclists.
2.2 Numerical simulation
When using CFD, detailed validation with experiments is strongly advised to quantify the accuracy of the applied CFD
modelling techniques for the specific flow problem. Recently, Defraeye et al. [16-17] performed detailed wind-tunnel
measurements on a cyclist (full-scale and scale model) where, apart from drag, also surface pressures were measured on
several locations (up to 115) on the cyclist’s body. Detailed data sets were obtained, which were used for CFD
validation. They found that with steady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS), which is much less computationally
expensive than large-eddy simulation, sufficiently accurate drag and surface pressure predictions could be obtained. The
RANS shear-stress transport k-ω turbulence model showed the best overall performance but also the standard k-ε model
[31] performed well, if combined with low-Reynolds number modelling (LRNM) to resolve the boundary layer on the
cyclist’s surface. This k-ε model showed differences with experiments of 11% (full-scale; [16]) and below 5% (scale
model; [17]) for drag. For computational stability reasons, related to the large size of the computational domain, the
standard k-ε model was preferred in the present study over the shear-stress transport k-ω model. Apart from the
aforementioned two extensive validation studies on individual cyclists [16-17], the accuracy of this RANS turbulence
model, in combination with LRNM, was also evaluated recently for two drafting cyclist by Blocken et al. [15] by
comparison with wind-tunnel measurements, which also showed a satisfactory performance of the CFD model.
The simulations were performed with the CFD code ANSYS Fluent 12, which uses the control volume method. Steady
RANS was used, namely the standard k-ε turbulence model [31] in combination with LRNM to resolve the boundary
layer on the cyclist’s surface, for which the one-equation Wolfshtein model [32] was used. Note that surface roughness
values could not be specified since LRNM was used to model the boundary layer. Surface roughness, for example by
wearing an aerodynamically-optimised suit, can however have a (positive) effect on the cyclist drag. Second-order
discretisation schemes were used throughout. The SIMPLE algorithm was used for pressure-velocity coupling. Pressure
interpolation was second order. Convergence was assessed by monitoring carefully the residuals, but also the velocity
and turbulent kinetic energy on specific locations in the flow field and surface friction on the surface of the cyclists. The
iterations were terminated when all residuals and other monitors showed no further reduction with increasing number of
iterations.
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3. Results
3.1 Aerodynamic drag of individual cyclists
Aerodynamic drag is usually quantified by defining a dimensionless drag coefficient (CD) which relates the drag force
(FD, N) to the frontal area of the cyclist (A, m2) (see Wilson [33]):
FD  ACD

U 2
2

(1)

where ρ is the density of air (kg/m3) and U∞ is the approach-flow air speed (m/s). Often, the drag area (ACD) is reported
instead of CD since it does not require an explicit determination of the frontal area. Since the frontal area of all cyclists
differed in this study (see Table 1), the drag area is reported instead of the drag coefficient, which is thus directly
representative for the drag force experienced by a cyclist. Note that a distinct dependency of ACD on the Reynolds
number was found by Defraeye et al. [18] for cyclists in the time-trial position, but this effect was predominantly
present at air speeds above 60 km/h. Furthermore, the reported drag areas are relatively low since they do not include
the bicycle, which also account for about 30% of the total drag. The values of the cyclists (without bicycle) agree well
with those found by Defraeye et al. [16] from wind-tunnel tests on cyclists: they found a drag area for an athlete in the
time-trial position of 0.134 m² (without bicycle).
The drag area of each individual cyclist (ACD,cyclist) is given in Table 1. The drag area of cyclist 1 is clearly much larger
than that of the other cyclists, which are all very similar. This is not surprising when considering the stature of cyclist 1
in Figure 1 and 3. Furthermore, no correlation is found between frontal area and drag area: the drag areas of cyclists 2-4
are very similar, but their frontal areas differ significantly. In Figure 6, the drag areas of the different body segments,
relative to the total drag area of the cyclist (ACD,cyclist, see Table 1), are compared for the different cyclists. The largest
drag areas are found for the head, the legs and the upper arms since they compose the major part of the frontal area and
since they have a relatively large surface area. Note that negative drag areas indicate a negative drag force, i.e., opposed
to the wind direction (negative y-direction). Following remarks can be made when comparing the different cyclists: (1)
Most body segments show a similar drag area for each of the four cyclists; (2) The drag area of the head of cyclist 4 is
clearly much lower, as it is held very streamlined to the rest of the body (Figure 1 and 3); (3) A large variation is found
for the drag areas of the legs. Note that the drag areas of the legs of cyclist 2 are not directly comparable since the leg
position was reversed, and that in reality the leg position will constantly change during cycling. Assessing drag areas of
different body segments by means of such charts is thus particularly valuable for the upper part of the body. Compared
to the total cyclist drag area obtained from field or wind-tunnel tests, these charts provide more detailed information,
and can be very useful for analysis and optimisation of the cyclist’s position on the bicycle. The flow field around the
individual cyclists is presented in Appendix 1.
3.2 Position of cyclist in the pace line
In Figure 7, the drag area of different cyclists is given as a function of their position in the pace-line sequence for the
four sequences presented in Figure 3. In Figure 7a the drag area is given, and in Figure 7b these drag areas are scaled
with the drag area of each individual cyclist (ACD,cyclist, see Table 1). When cycling in first position, the drag area
reduces about 3%, compared to an individual cyclist. This reduction is due to the altered flow field in the wake of the
leading cyclist, which affects amongst others the pressure distribution on its back. This effect is discussed in detail by
Blocken et al. [15] and was also confirmed here by wind-tunnel experiments. The drag area of each cyclist reduces even
more when cycling in second and subsequent positions, to below 60% of his individual drag. This reduction (in position
2-4) is the largest for cyclist 2, as he is positioned behind the “large” cyclist 1 for all sequences, except for sequence 2
when he is in first position himself. As cyclist 2 experiences less drag when drafting, he will have to provide less power
to maintain the speed of the group and thus will be able to rest somewhat more than the other cyclists. In Figure 8, the
drag area of the cyclists is given for different sequences as a function of their position in the sequence. Also here it is
clear that there is always a significant drop in drag area behind cyclist 1, which provides shelter for cyclist 2 in his wake.
The flow field around the different sequences is presented in Appendix 1.
3.3 Total drag of different sequences
In Figure 9a, the total drag area of all four cyclists together (i.e., the entire pace line) is given for the four sequences
presented in Figure 3, and for both arm spacings. A distinct variation by a few percent can be noticed between the
sequences. Sequence 1 and 4, with cyclist 1 in first and second position, respectively, show the lowest total drag area,
which is related to the fact that cyclist 1 provides shelter for the rest of the pace line by his larger stature. These
sequences are thus more efficient for the entire group during a race.
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3.4 Arm spacing
The influence of the arm spacing on the total drag area of the group is shown in Figure 9a for the four sequences
presented in Figure 3. In Figure 9b, the total drag area, averaged over all cyclists in a specific position, is given for both
arm spacings as a function of the position in the sequence. From both figures, it is clear that a wider arm spacing leads
to an increase of the drag area, and should be avoided. Note that the difference seems smaller in Figure 9b since a
different scaling is used. In reality, the arm position will be a compromise between aerodynamics and cycling comfort,
where a wider position is more beneficial for the latter. Note however that cyclist 1 had a slightly lower drag area for
wider arm spacing in positions 1-3 (not shown in figures). A recent wind-tunnel study showed that handlebar height had
a larger impact on the cyclist drag than arm spacing [34]. Nevertheless, both wide and narrow arm spacings were found
to be optimal here, depending on specific athlete.
4. Discussion
In previous studies (see section 1), the effect of drafting has been quantified by the reduction in drag (area), power
output or oxygen consumption. Since a drag reduction does not result in the same reduction in power, as the rolling
resistance does not decrease (e.g., [1, 33]), reporting drag reductions is considered more general. Previously reported
drag reductions of the second (drafting) cyclist agree with those found in this study: up to 49% [11], about 40% [1],
23% - 57% [8], 38% [9], 26% [20], 34%-39% [2], 16-30% [15]. It is however clear that a large spread is present.
In a configuration with more than two cyclists riding in a pace line, no significant difference (below a few percent in
drag coefficient, power output or oxygen consumption) was usually found between the second and subsequent cyclists
[13,14, 20]. Broker et al. [12] and Broker [2], however, found larger differences, i.e., even above 5% (in power output).
In the present computational study, also clear differences were found (see Figure 8), which are mainly related to the
presence of the much larger cyclist 1. When cyclist 1 is riding in front or in the back, the variation between the drafting
cyclists is much smaller.
Kyle [9] argued that the leading cyclist does not benefit from a drafting cyclist. Iniguez-de-la-Torre and Iniguez [20]
however performed a study on 2D elliptic shapes, as simplified models of cyclists, and found a drag reduction of the
first one of 4%, for a group of four, which is similar to the findings in the present study (~ 3% reduction for leading
cyclist). For a group of two cyclists, Blocken et al. [15] found a drag reduction up to 2.5% for the leading cyclist, where
such a drag reduction was also confirmed by wind-tunnel experiments.
Apart from aerodynamics, the performance and fitness of each cyclist is very important in team pursuit, as the group has
to ride at the same speed during the race. Therefore, the required effort should not necessarily be evenly distributed
amongst the cyclists, but should be optimised to obtain the best performance of the group. Hence, the fastest member of
the team should ideally: (1) have the largest drag area, to shelter the other members (see also [8]); (2) be positioned in
front of the slowest member of the team; (3) be positioned in the least favourable aerodynamic position, e.g., behind a
small cyclist. For the present study, cyclist 1 should preferably be the fastest member and cyclist 2 the slowest.
This is the first study, to the best knowledge of the authors, which evaluates aerodynamics for team pursuit with
numerical techniques (computational fluid dynamics), instead of wind-tunnel or field tests. A specific advantage of
CFD is that a much higher spatial resolution is available of cyclist drag, namely even of different body segments, and of
the flow field. This particular feature helps increasing insight in drag reduction mechanisms of individual cyclists in
team pursuit, related to their anthropometric characteristics (stature), the position of each cyclist in the pace line and the
sequence in which they ride. Such information on aerodynamic drag of each cyclist in team pursuit can be combined
with related information on individual cyclist performance to determine the optimal pace-line sequence for team pursuit.
The numerical techniques used in the present study (i.e., CFD) provide complementary information to the commonly
used experimental techniques, and should be used accordingly.
5. Conclusions
CFD was applied to evaluate aerodynamic drag of four cyclists in team pursuit, each with a different stature and
position on the bicycle, where the bicycles were not included in the numerical model. Four different sequences were
evaluated, namely for each cyclist riding in first position, and each sequence was evaluated for two arm spacings. Each
individual cyclist had a different drag area, also with respect to the different body segments. When riding in a pace line,
the drag of a cyclist was clearly dependent on his position in the pace line, where second and subsequent positions
experienced a drag reduction up to 40%, compared to an single cyclist. Individual differences in stature and specific
position on the bicycle led to an intercyclist variation of this drag reduction at a specific position but also of the total
drag of the group for different sequences. A larger drag area was found when riding with a wider arm spacing for all
sequences. Such information on intercyclist variation in aerodynamic drag can be combined with information on cyclist
performance to determine the optimal order of the cyclists in a pace line for a team pursuit.
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Tables
Table 1. Frontal area (calculated from virtual cyclist models, obtained from scanning), body surface area and
drag area of individual cyclists.
Cyclist name
Frontal area (m²)
Surface area (m²)
Drag area (m²)
Cyclist 1
0.342
2.17
0.181
Cyclist 2
0.278
1.92
0.145
Cyclist 3
0.295
1.91
0.145
Cyclist 4
0.308
2.05
0.148

Figure captions
Figure 1. Virtual models of four different cyclists, obtained from laser scanning (frontal areas are given in Table 1).
Figure 2. Different body segments of the cyclist: (a) front view; (b) side view.
Figure 3. Different sequences for cyclists riding in a pace line (cyclist is indicated by C).
Figure 4. Two different lower arm spacings for cyclists riding in a pace line for sequence 1 (left: normal, right: wide).
Figure 5. Computational domain for a single cyclist and boundary conditions.
Figure 6. Percentage of drag area for the different body segments (ACD,segment/ACD,cyclist) for different individual cyclists
at U∞ = 60 km/h. The total drag area of each cyclist (ACD,cyclist) is presented in Table 1.
Figure 7. Drag area of different cyclists as a function of their position in the sequence (for the four sequences presented
in Figure 3). Position 0 indicates the drag area of an individual cyclist (see Table 1). (a) drag area; (b) drag area, scaled
with the drag area of each individual cyclist (from Table 1).
Figure 8. Drag area of cyclists in different sequences as a function of their position in the sequence. The position of
cyclist 1 is indicated by C1.
Figure 9. (a) Total drag area of all cyclists in the pace line for different sequences, for two lower arm spacings; (b)
Average drag area of all cyclists at different positions in a sequence, for two lower arm spacings.
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Cyclist 3

Cyclist 4

Figure 1. Virtual models of four different cyclists, obtained from laser scanning (frontal areas are given in Table
1).
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Figure 2. Different body segments of the cyclist: (a) front view; (b) side view.
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Sequence 4
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Figure 3. Different sequences for cyclists riding in a pace line (cyclist is indicated by C).
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Cyclist 4

Cyclist 3

Cyclist 2

Cyclist 1

Figure 4. Two different lower arm spacings for cyclists riding in a pace line for sequence 1 (left: normal, right:
wide).
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Figure 5. Computational domain for a single cyclist and boundary conditions.
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Figure 6. Percentage of drag area for the different body segments (ACD,segment/ACD,cyclist) for different individual
cyclists at U∞ = 60 km/h. The total drag area of each cyclist (ACD,cyclist) is presented in Table 1.
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Figure 7. Drag area of different cyclists as a function of their position in the sequence (for the four sequences
presented in Figure 3). Position 0 indicates the drag area of an individual cyclist (see Table 1). (a) drag area; (b)
drag area, scaled with the drag area of each individual cyclist (from Table 1).
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Figure 8. Drag area of cyclists in different sequences as a function of their position in the sequence. The position
of cyclist 1 is indicated by C1.
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Figure 9. (a) Total drag area of all cyclists in the pace line for different sequences, for two lower arm spacings;
(b) Average drag area of all cyclists at different positions in a sequence, for two lower arm spacings.
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Appendix 1 (Supporting information, intended for online access)
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0 m/s
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Figure 1 (Appendix). Streamlines, coloured by velocity, for different individual cyclists at U∞ = 60 km/h.
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Figure 2 (Appendix). Streamlines, coloured by velocity, for four pace-line sequences at U∞ = 60 km/h.
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Figure 3 (Appendix). Contours of velocity in a vertical centreplane for four pace-line sequences at U∞ = 60 km/h.
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